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• Public finances under control :

 structural balance budget from 2017

 high primary surplus

 a sustainable pension system

• With respect to the latter (the pension system), the EU Commission projects a total age-

related public expenditure increase of 3,6 % of GDP in the EA between 2010 and 2060.

• Public finance sustainability indicators released by the IMF and by the EU Commission

confirmed that Italy is better positioned than larger EU countries such as France, Spain, UK,

and even Germany in some cases.

The Country 

1. Public finances getting closer to balanced budget
1. PUBLIC FINANCES: GETTING CLOSER TO  BALANCED BUDGET 



Public finance and GDP objectives

(1) Net of the Italian share of EFSF loans to Greece and the capitalization of the ESM. For the year 2014 the amount of these loans to Member States of the EMU (bilateral or
through EFSF) is equal to 60.3 billion.

2013 2014 2015F 2016F 2017F 2018F

Government targets

Real GDP growth -1.7% -0.4% +0.7% +1.4% +1.5% +1.4%

Nominal GDP growth -0.4% +0.4% +1.4% +2.6% +3.3% +3.2%

Deficit / GDP -2.9% -3.0% -2.6% -1.8% -0.8% 0,0%

Structural Deficit/GDP -0.7% -0.7% -0.5% -0.4% 0.0% +0.1%

Primary balance /GDP +1.9% +1.6% +1.6% +2.4% +3.2% +3.8%

Public debt /GDP 128.5% 132.1% 132.5% 130.9% 127.4 123.4%

Public debt (1)/GDP 
(1) net of financial support 
to the EA

125.1% 128.4% 128.9% 127.3% 123.9 120.1%

Source: Italian Ministry of Treasury

Public finance: Outcomes and Medium Term Objectives 
(Government targets - DEF 2015, April) 



 A country of savers

 Italian private debt on GDP ratio

is among the lowest in Europe:

non financial firms debt is 78%

vs 98% EA average;

households debt is 43% vs 63%

EA average

Source: ABI on Bank of Italy

The Country 
2. Healthy private sector
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• Italy is Europe’s second-largest

manufacturing and industrial

country, after Germany

• A country of excellence in different

niches with a long history of

industrial districts

• One of the biggest export-oriented

economies in the euro zone (1st

exporting country in a number of

goods, such as clothing and

fashion industry or leather goods

and footwear)

The Country
3. Well diversified open economy 

1° exporting 
Country

2° exporting 
Country

Clothing and fashion
industry

Italy China

Leather goods & footwear Italy China

Textile Italy Germany

Non-electronic mechanical Germany Italy

Basic manufactures Germany Italy

Electrical appliances Germany Italy

9,1%

17,4%

21,9%

25,0%

44,1%

USA

UK

France

Italy

Germany

Export of goods % GDP; 2013 



Manufacturing: Broad Based, Entrepreneurial and Innovative

 Innovative and export-oriented SMEs

are the backbone of the Italian

productive system

 Italy’s manufacturing is integrating

digital and services within global

supply chains (Industry 4.0)

 An evolving manufacturing identity:

Traditional primacy in the four Fs

(Food, Fashion, Furniture, «Ferrari»)

with strong performance in new

sectors: robotics, mechatronics,

biopharma and aerospace

 Annual trade surplus is over 130 bn

USD

 Italy has top spots in trade balance

for more than 900 products
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 Italian banks have always been focused on loans intermediation and other retail services,

with very limited exposure to market risk and trading

 Banks are devoted at financing SMEs and households.

 A European comparison (2014) shows that the weight of customer loans on total assets is over

60% while it stands at less than 40% on average for the British, French and German peers.

 On the contrary, the weight of financial assets on total assets is around 25% in Italy and over 40%

for the British, French and German banking groups.

 The main weakness of the Italian banking is the low level of profitability, negatively affected

by the economic crisis and by difficult operating conditions, which require internal and

external actions to be faced.

 This is why the Government approved a series of reforms

The Country
4. A traditional, but solid banking system
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The Banking reform

 Popolari: 10 leading «popolari» banks must convert into join stock 

companies

 Banking foundations: assets diversification, threshold of 1/3 

investment in a single lender 

 DTAs: tax deductibility of loan losses in one year as opposed to five 

years

 New rules to manage NPLs. Asset foreclosure lead-time reduced 

substantially: 

 Competing plans and bids allowed in pre-bankruptcy agreement

 Debt restructuring agreement with only 75% of financial creditors  

 Faster bankruptcy procedures 

DONE - January 2015

DONE - March 2015

DONE - June 2015



 The Parliament changed the rules on labour market, increasing

flexibility for employers

 Liberalisation of fixed term contracts. More flexibility on entry with 

enhanced employment services for workers on national scale 

 In case of dismissal, monetary compensation becomes the standard

 Simplification of labour code and layoff procedures (Article 18)

 More effective social benefit schemes and measures to actively 

involve unemployed workers

The Country 
5. The Jobs Act



The Country 

6. The Reform of Civil Justice
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 Improving Judicial machinery

 Increasing the productivity of the courts, revising territorial distribution 

of courts, exploiting larger return of scale and extending the Turin best 

practice to resolve the backlog problem  

 Incentivizing out-of-court settlement 

 Revising lawyer fees 

 Empowering Alternative Dispute Resolution

DONE - February 2014

DONE - April 2014

DONE - November 2014



The Country 
7. The Insolvency reform bill

Rordorf Committee

 In January 2015 the Rordorf Commission was set up in order to reform
the Italian Insolvency Law, as to: 

 reorganize and simplify the insolvency proceedings;

 introduce alert mechanism for insolvency;

 introduce new rules on possessory collateral, so as to allow creditors to 
enforce their credit out of the court system.

 The proposal bill will be submitted to the Chief Justice within December 
31th 2015.



The Country 
8. Improving the Business Environment

 Strengthened Anti-Corruption Authority 

 Transport Regulation Authority fully operational

 Introduction of Innovative SMEs: supporting R&D driven companies

 Tax credit to boost R&D, large and ultra-large broadband. Lower 

energy costs for business

 Incentives for voluntary disclosure and new rules against money 

laundering. Tax information exchange agreement with Swiss and 

Liechtenstein
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DONE - June 2014

DONE – 2014

DONE - September 2014

DONE - December 2014

DONE – January 2015



A More Competitive Business Environment

 Promoting Investment 

• 15% Tax credit on additional investment in machinery and capital goods above 10.000€

• 25% Tax credit on incremental investment in R&D (50% if contracted with universities, 

research centers or other firms)

• Patent Box – attractive tax regime to exploit revenue potential of patents and 

trademarks

• Tax and rule certainty 

• International Tax Ruling Standard – 4 years agreement between multinationals and 

Italian Revenue Agency on implementation of tax regulations

• Ruling for new investment – Italian Revenue Agency can advice on application of tax 

rules on business plan for industrial restructuring projects or investment of at least 30 

mn €
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The Country:

9.Institutional Reforms

 Electoral law: two round system including a run-off to allow a stable 

government and a clear winner

 Draft Constitutional Reform Bill approved by Senate and 

Parliament: only one Chamber, streamlined law making process and 

reduction of number of MPs

 Simplification of levels of government: Abolition of provinces; 

reform of federalism, more powers to the central government on 

strategic issues 

Ongoing

DONE – May 2015

Ongoing



For any further inquiry please contact the Office of the Minister at segreteria.ministro@tesoro.it

mailto:segreteria.ministro@tesoro.it

